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Executive 
Summary
THE DALLAIRE INITIATIVE BEGAN ITS WORK IN SIERRA  
Leone in 2012 due to its history with child soldiers in 
its civil war, its location in West Africa amidst other 
states facing instability and the recruitment and use of 
child soldiers, and the promising security sector reform 
programs underway at the time. 

The Dallaire Initiative began partnering with the national 
security sector institutions and a local child protection 
organization to develop, pilot, and implement a holistic 
approach to preventing the recruitment and use of 
child soldiers. This approach is the core of the Dallaire 
Initiative’s work, and involves the training of key security 
sector actors to become certified trainers, the integration 
of Dallaire Initiative training into national security sector 
training institutions, the writing of military doctrine on 
child soldiers, and working with children, schools, and 
communities to enhance the protection of children during 
peace and war, and promote children as current and future 
builders of peace.

The Dallaire Initiative has achieved considerable success 
working with our partners in Sierra Leone. Over 1,400 
personnel from the Republic of Sierra Leone Armed 
Forces (RSLAF), Sierra Leone Police (SLP), and Sierra Leone 

Corrections Service (SLCS) have been trained in basic, 
training of trainers (ToT), and pre-deployment courses. 
Some of these graduates have been deployed to UN and 
AU peacekeeping missions elsewhere in Africa, with several 
employed by the Dallaire Initiative to conduct further 
training and integration work in other African countries, 
particularly Somalia. 

2016 and 2017 also saw the launch of the pilot phase of 
the Dallaire Initiative education project in Sierra Leone, 
implementing peace education clubs in three primary 
schools and expanding it to 12 more. Initiative impact 
surveys found significant improvements in how children 
treat their schoolmates, how they prevent violence in 
school and the community, and how their attitudes and 
behaviours are changed to improve safety, advocate for 
peace, and become leaders.

Overall, the Dallaire Initiative’s work in Sierra Leone has 
been critical for developing, testing, and proving our 
approach to preventing the recruitment and use of child 
soldiers, and will continue to serve as a key example of 
success for the world as it seeks to end of the use of 
children as weapons of war.
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Sierra Leonean ToT graduates have 
helped to conduct and lead Dallaire 
Initiative trainings in Somalia, Kenya, 
Uganda, and Rwanda, demonstrating 
Sierra Leone as a leader in this area.

Training International 
Impact Committment

The Dallaire Initiative has been able 
to secure high-level support for our 
work in Sierra Leone, with positive 
commitment from the leadership of all 
three security sector institutions and 
the President of Sierra Leone.

First steps taken to establish Sierra 
Leone as a West African focal point in 
the prevention of the recruitment and 
use of child soldiers, with Liberian and 
Gambian officers taking part in two 
of the Dallaire Initiative integrated 
trainings in 2017 and 2018.

In 2017 Sierra Leonean ToT graduates 
successfully planned, organized, 
and executed their first Dallaire 
Initiative trainings conducted without 
in-country support from Canadian 
staff.

The Dallaire Initiative has made a 
deliberate effort to ensure a high 
representation of women in its 
trainings. 1/3 of all Sierra Leonean 
training participants have been 
women, a vastly greater proportion 
than in the Sierra Leonean security 
sector at large.

The Dallaire Initiative’s long-term 
commitment to Sierra Leone has 
created a dedicated group of military, 
police, and corrections personnel 
committed to integrating the Dallaire 
Initiative’s approach to training into 
the country’s security sector.

In late 2017 Sierra Leone became 
the second country in the world to 
fully adopt a military doctrine on 
preventing the recruitment and use of 
child soldiers.

In 2017 Memoranda of Understanding 
were signed with all three Sierra 
Leonean security sector institutions 
(RSLAF, SLP, SLC) to formalize and 
extend our working relationship.

Sierra Leonean ToT graduates 
have been deployed in UN and AU 
peacekeeping missions in Darfur, 
South Sudan, Mali, and Somalia, 
directly applying their knowledge, 
educating colleagues, and improving 
child protection.

Key Impacts

Focus on Security Sector Actors
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Education Statistics

on the Human Development Index
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in peace clubs
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Focus on Children
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Education Project Baseline Survey Results

I encourage them to fight/bully
I ignore the fighting/bullying
I watch the fighting/bullying
I often intervene to stop it
I often get an adult/teacher to stop it

Children should play an active role
Children should be little involved
Children should play no role

Very peaceful
Somewhat peaceful
Neither peaceful nor violent
Somewhat violent
Very Violent

When you witness fighting or 
bullying among your fellow 

students, do you try to stop it, 
or get an adult to stop it? 

What do you think the role of 
children is in your community?

How peaceful is your school?

Port Loko
District

Bombali
District

Moyamba
District
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THE DALLAIRE INITIATIVE’S WORK IN SIERRA LEONE 
since 2012 has been a great success, demonstrating the 
effectiveness of the Initiative’s training work, serving as a 
pilot for the integration of training and doctrine into the 
national security sector, and showing the importance of a 
holistic approach to preventing the recruitment and use 
of child soldiers involving children, communities, and the 
security sector.

The accelerating pace of training in Sierra Leone 
organized, managed, and conducted by Dallaire Initiative 
ToT graduates, the signing of MoUs with the security 
sector institutions in the country, the adoption of a Joint 
Doctrine Note by RSLAF, and Sierra Leone’s support for 
the Vancouver Principles has demonstrated what a child 
soldier prevention-focused security sector reform program 
can achieve. These successes provide a model and an 
example for the expanding work of the Dallaire Initiative 
in Africa, with similar ongoing or planned projects in 
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Rwanda, Somalia, South 
Sudan, and Uganda. 

The successful pilot phase of the Dallaire Initiative’s 
education project has shown that delivering peace- 
focused education to primary school children can have 
a substantial impact on their attitudes and behaviours, 
changing the school and community environments and 
encouraging the school administration and community 
members to better understand and react to issues of child 
protection, and to work collaboratively to address threats 
to children during peacetime. 

As Sierra Leone develops into a West African focal point on 
the prevention of the recruitment and use of child soldiers, 
its military and police are deployed as peacekeepers 
on AU and UN missions where confrontations with child 
soldiers are common. In support of this, Dallaire Initiative 
ToT graduates continue to work across the continent to 
train their comrades, and the country now serves as a 
prime example of the success and potential of the Dallaire 
Initiative approach.

 

Overall Impact and  
Future Potential
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